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From Fine, Arithmetica practica, 1542

Quarterly Review

A comparative view of the various institutions for the 
assurance of lives. In Works of Charles Babbage. From 
The Quarterly Review, Vol XXXV, No. LXIX.

See Babbage, Charles; Works of Charles Babbage, 
M.A., F.R.S, &c. (Collection of seventeen items by 
or about Babbage bound in one volume). 

Quarterly Review

Reflections on the decline of science in England, and on 
some of its causes. In Works of Charles Babbage. From 
The Quarterly Review, Vol. XLIII, No. LXXXVI

See Babbage, Charles; Works of Charles Babbage, 
M.A., F.R.S, &c. (Collection of seventeen items by 
or about Babbage bound in one volume). 

Q 1 
Quensel, Conrad (1676–1732) and Nils Schillgren

Computus manualis breviter expositus quem favente 
Deo & suffragante ampliss.

Year: 1726
Place: Lund
Publisher: preio Haberegeriano
Edition: unknown
Language: Latin
Figures: 1 engraved folding plate
Binding: loose in marbled paper wrapper
Pagination: pp. [4], 32
Collation: π2 A–B8

Size: 153x94 mm

This work is actually a thesis by Nils (Nicolaus) 
Schillgren but it is often listed under Conrad Quensel 
because his name is so prominent on the title page. 
Quensel was a Swedish astronomer and professor of 
mathematics who was interested in calendar reform. As 
early as 1700, Quensel suggested that Sweden adopt the 
new Gregorian calendar even though doing so might 
cause serious disruption. Despite the fact that Pope 

Gregory had ordered the use of the new calendar more 
than a hundred years earlier, many Protestant countries, 
including Sweden, ignored the papal bull. Germany and 
the Netherlands agreed to adopt the Gregorian calendar 
in 1698; Sweden adopted it in 1753, Russia accepted it 
only after the revolution of 1918 and Greece waited until 
1923. The thesis subject matter concerns the computus 
(see entry for Anianus, Computus cum commento, 
1488). We know nothing of the actual author.

Illustrations available: 
Title page

Q 2 
Quetelet, Lambert Adolphe Jacques (1796–1874)

Notice of Charles Babbage. In Annual report of the 
Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Institution, 
showing the operations, expenditures, and condition of 
the Institution for the year 1873.

Year: 1874
Place: Washington, DC
Publisher: United States Government Printing Office
Edition: 1st
Language: English
Binding: original cloth boards; gilt spine
Pagination: pp. 452
Collation: 1S–28S829S2

Size: 227x140 mm

Adolphe Quetelet was a respected pioneering statistician. 
He studied mathematics in his hometown of Ghent, 
where he received his doctorate in 1819. He then taught 
mathematics in Brussels for a few years before moving 
to Paris, where he turned to the study of astronomy.

Upon his return to Belgium, Quetelet was employed by 
the government to collect and analyze data on crime, 
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illness and mortality as well as to devise improvements in 
census taking. He became a controversial figure among 
social scientists of his time as his studies stimulated wide 
discussion of free will versus social determinism.

This obituary of Charles Babbage by a leading 
scientist of his day is testimony to the high regard in 
which Babbage was held by the international scientific 
community. 

Illustrations available:
None

Q 3  
Quine, Willard Van Orman (1908–2000)

A way to simplify truth functions. In American 
Mathematical Monthly Vol. 62, No. 9, November 1955

Year: 1955
Place: Menasha, WI
Publisher: Mathematical Association of America
Edition: 1st
Language: English
Binding: original paper wrappers
Pagination: pp. 627–631
Size: 255x182 mm

Quine was born in Akron, Ohio, but went to Prague, 
Oxford and Harvard for his education. In 1948, he 
joined the faculty of the Department of Philosophy at 
Harvard University, where he remained for the rest of 
his career, with an interruption for World War II, during 
which he took an active role in cryptographic work. He 
wrote many books and papers on formal logic and the 
philosophy of language.

Papers such as this were eagerly followed in the early 
years of computer design. A Boolean function, developed 
as part of the logical design of a computer, was often 
more complex that it needed to be and engineers sought 
methods to reduce these functions to their simplest 
form so that they could be more easily implemented in 
electronic circuitry. 

Illustrations available: 
Title page
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